
5.7 IF-STATEMENTS UNPLUGGED
Unit 5

Building Apps



SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION

Decide which of the following sentences is right:

WHEN the button is clicked, add one to the score

IF the button is clicked add one to the score.

Decide which of the following sentences is right:

WHEN the score reaches 20, set the screen to “game over.”

IF the score reaches 20, set the screen to “game over.”



WHEN VS. IF
In the English language/everyday conversation, it is common to 
interchange the words “WHEN” and “IF”. 

In programming…
you should use WHEN in reference to an event.
When something happens, do this.

You should use IF in reference to a decision about whether or not to execute a 
certain piece of code (some conditional logical statement).
 If something is true, then do this, otherwise do that.

When the button is clicked, if the score is 20 go to “you win”, 
otherwise add one to score.



IF-STATEMENTS

If-statements (sometimes called conditional statements or conditionals) exist so that 
your program can adapt, respond, or make choices about whether or not to execute 
certain portions of code based on some condition that you check while the program is 
executing. 

A conditional statement (if-statement) requires a conditional expression, something 
that is either true or false and it's what an if-statement uses to decide whether or not 
to execute a certain portion of code.

A generic term used by the AP CSP Framework for this is Selection. As in: your 
program can select whether or not to run certain blocks of code.



CSP PSEUDO-CODE (IF STATEMENTS & ROBOTS)

Review the CSP pseudo-code.  Pay attention to the different types 
of IF statements:

Basic If-statements

Sequential If-statements

Basic If-else statements

Nested If and if-else statements.

Combinations of all of the above



WILL IT CRASH? ACTIVITY

Complete the Will it Crash Activity Guide with your group.

Homework:  Write your own code to complete the last 
scenario given.



RECAP

What is the difference between a sequence of IF 
statements vs. an IF-ELSE statement?


